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For this reason, there should be a clear CTA on every landing page. Conversion Funnel A conversion funnel is
an idea detailing the relationship a potential lead or customer has with a company. End-User This is the person
who actually uses a product. Drop Out Rate A drop out rate is a measurement of the success of a site and its
conversion of prospects into customers. Fact Browser A fact browser is a tool that helps creators of content
research topics and acquire statistics prior to putting together content. Focus Group A focus group is when a
small group of demographically diverse people are brought together and are guided through a discussion about
a certain product, service, show etc. Conversion optimization â€” Online marketing tactics designed to
increase your conversion rate. Blacklist Sites that have been flagged as being spammers are included on a
blacklist. QR Code QR is short for quick response code. Snapchat â€” A mobile social media platform that
allows people to post momentary photos, messages, and videos that only exist temporarily before
disappearing. Newsgroup Newsgroups are discussion forums that exist online to allow discussion on a topic.
Atomization So many different types of content exist and these different types come in varying formats. These
sites are produced more for income production than production of superior content. AdSense AdSense is an
advertising program offered through Google. Big Data These are sets of data that are too large to be analyzed
by traditional methods. B2B B2B Business-to-business is a transaction that happens between two businesses,
such as a manufacturer and a wholesaler or wholesaler and a retailer. For example, a lot of people will be
exposed to a banner ad, but very few will actually pay any attention to it. Negociated by contract most often
on a yearly basis. Paid Search Paid searches is an advertising technique where search engine providers can pay
advertisements on their search results. For example, if someone decided to sign-up after reading a particular
blog post, that specific blog post would be assigned or attributed the value that lead to the successful sign-up.
Backlinks are one factor utilized by search engines in determining ranking. It is the summary of this data,
presented in different formats. Internet browsers often have plug-ins that add helpful features like password
management. Content that is of good quality brings out the best emotions in people. Brand Premium The price
difference consumers are prepared to pay for a branded product vs a very similar product unbranded or from
another brand. Blogosphere The blogosphere is the blogging community. Is it simple? Marketing encompasses
all types of media, ranging from social media to email and blogging. Many times, twebinars will be occurring
while a broadcast is ongoing. This record of your web activity is what helps fuel targeted marketing. Header
Tags Header tags are HTML tags that are used to differentiate a heading on a page from the rest of the content.
It can be a way of taking a long article, extracting the content and re-writing it to fit into a blog post or social
media post. The top of the funnel is the first step of this process and normally includes the company offering
content to attract users to their page. PageRank Page rank is important when it comes to content marketing.
Trawler Trawler is another name given to a software program used by search engines to search through and
index web pages. Marketing Automation Marketing automation is software platforms and technologies that
are designed to help marketers and marketing departments and organizations more efficiently and effectively
market on multiple online channels, such as websites, emails, social media platforms and email. The 1 of the
four building blocks ofa Powerbrand. It is a measurement of the income created by a campaign versus the
amount of money spent on the advertising. Exit Page An exit page is the last page a user visits on a site before
leaving that site. With newspapers, any story that was of value and was considered the most important on the
front page was put above the fold or above where the paper was folded in half to be stacked.


